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Company: Philip Morris International

Location: Turkey

Category: other-general

PMI wants to work with the best talent available. Our diverse workforce of around 73, people

speaks more than 80 languages. Our priority is to attract, support, and retain individuals from

across the planet – no matter their age, gender, religion, or disability. Our people are our

greatest strength, and we're proud of our culture of openness and respect. We believe

that this is a big part of what makes PMI such a great place to work.Are you enthusiastic,

motivated, and a self-starter? Do you enjoy facing new challenges always? Do you have

strong analytical and problem-solving skills? Are you comfortable and confident to work with

cross functions and have experience with financial technologies? Do you have the courage to

make a difference, continually looking for better, more efficient ways to manage processes

and company assets? If the answer is yes, then RISE TO THE CHALLENGE! We are

looking for a Financial Analyst to be employed in our Head Quarter, in Istanbul, who will be a

member of our Financial Planning & Controlling team and act as a Financial Analyst to ensure

the accuracy of company financials and support finance counterparts. The incumbent of this

position will: •Ensure the accuracy and completeness of financial statements in each month-

end closing.•Support the identification and implementation of solutions to issues and

improvements to processes and methodologies relating to actual reporting & budget planning

to ensure these processes are carried out in an effective, controlled, and efficient manner.

•Assist in coordinating and guiding the financial planning and controlling process, ensure

correct use of business assumptions, analyse financial results and key trends in financials,

and provide the management with meaningful analyses. •Prepare accurate and reliable

financial analysis, which meet established standards and the management reporting
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requirements.•Support steady allocation of resources throughout the organization via the

budgeting process of operating expenses. Candidates should have: •Bachelor’s degree

(preferably in Business Administration, Economics, Management) •Minimum 1-3 years of

experience in Finance department in a multinational organization or Big4 companies•In-

depth knowledge in Balance Sheet, P&L and Cash Flow statements •USGAAP and IFRS

knowledge•Statutory Accounting Standards knowledge is an asset•Excellent command of

MS Office applications •Excellent verbal and written communication skills both in English and

Turkish•Strong analytical thinking capability and learning skills, being capable of effectively

handling multiple priorities with a high level of customer focus One more thing: at Philip

Morris we see equal pay for equal work between woman and men as the baseline standard

for equality. Our good intentions do match our practices as we achieved the Global Equal

Salary Certification. Moreover, we invest in creating a diverse workforce & a culture

based on personal and career development, both on local as well as international level.
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